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Key Messages

• Continue Minnesota’s clean energy 
transition

• Replace coal with renewable energy
• Re-use existing grid connections at 

Sherco power plant
• Deliver reliable, affordable energy
• Meet PUC direction to file application for 

transmission line
• Further carbon-free energy vision and 

meet MN 100 x 2040 law
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Randy: Thanks for joining us today for a meeting to introduce landowners to the important project for Minnesota, Xcel Energy, our customers, and our region. The Minnesota Energy Connection project is a key part of Xcel Energy’s plan to reduce carbon emissions 85% by 2030 and continue our vision of delivering 100% carbon-free electricity by 2050.Housekeeping: If you have questions, please type them in the chat bar and we will answer them as we go along. There will also be time for questions at the end of the meeting. If you are calling in, please dial STAR 3 to ask a question and it will provided to the speakers.During this presentation you’ll learn several items, including:-Overall project purpose and need-Regulatory process and permits required, including how to participate-Route development process and how you can participateNeed: As we retire coal generation in the region, including the Sherco units, we proposed to re-use the existing grid connections that feed energy into the larger regional transmission system. Taking advantage of the strong wind resources in southern and southwest Minnesota will enable us to keep bills low for our customers while also helping deliver continued reliability for our energy system.



Project description
Double-circuit 345-kV 
transmission line (approx. 160-
180 miles) between Lyon County, 
Minn. and retiring Sherco power 
plant near Becker
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Joe:I’m Joe Samuel, project manager for the MN Energy Connection project.  I oversee the various  project teams that will be working on the project.  This includes the team currently working on the Certificate of Need and the teams that will be supporting the route permitting efforts.   If the MN PUC approves the Certificate of Need and Route Permit, I will also oversee the engineering and construction of the project.  The photo shown here is the type of structure we are proposing to  build, which is called a double-circuit 345-kilovolt transmission line. Double circuit means that there are two transmission line ‘circuits’ on each side of the transmission tower, which helps increase the amount of renewable energy we can provide to customers through this project.We expect the route to be approximately  160 miles to 180 miles long, depending on the end point in Lyon County.  The route has not been determined yet, and the initial routing process will start next year.  As landowners you have opportunities to participate in the routing process. 



UPCOMING SCHEDULE
1.Certificate of Need—state review continues

2.Route Permit in development
• Accepting comments on revised options
• Expect to file Route Permit application this fall
• 12-18 month review process
• Decision expected in early 2025; construction beginning in late 2025
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Revised route options
March 2023 June 2023
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CONTACT US

• Project information available at:
• Web: www.MNEnergyConnection.com
• Phone: 888-292-4714
• Email: 

MNEnergyConnection@xcelenergy.com
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Randy: Thanks again for joining us today to learn about this important project. The meeting will be recorded and posted on our website. As we discussed, we can always take questions and feedback via phone or email, and we have a lot of  project information available at our website at www.MNEnergyConnection.com.We’re happy to answer any additional questions you may have that we haven’t yet addressed.

http://www.mnenergyconnection.com/
mailto:MNEnergyConnection@xcelenergy.com


Questions?
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